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Comparing the two values of F we see that E' = — ab log (a + &').
Hence   7= -
7
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238. The four variables £', ??', a', V in the expression for F are connected by the relations £'2/a/2-hV2/&/2=l and a'2-6'2=/2- It is often convenient to reduce these to two independent coordinates. Let
£'=a'cos0, ??'=:&'sin 0; a'=^f(e^ + e-^), &' = J/(e^-e~*).
The value of (p determines the particular confocal elliptic cylinder on which the attracted particle P lies, and 6 (being the eccentric angle) determines the position of P on that cylinder. Substituting we find*
F= - irpab (e~^ cos 20 + 20) + <?,
where some constant terms, functions of a, fc, have been included in the infinite constant G.
239. Heterogeneous ellipsoid, similar strata. To find the potential of an ellipsoidal shell whose strata of equal density are similar to, and concentric with, a given ellipsoid.
Let a, b, c be the semi-axes of the given ellipsoid; ma, ml, me, (m + dm)a &c. those of the inner and outer boundaries of an elementary homoeoid. If (#, y, z) be any point on this homoeoid,
the value of m is given by    -3+75 + ^ = w2.................. (1).
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Let the density at any point (xyz) of this homoeoid be p =/(m2). The mass of the element is therefore f(-ni-). 4<7rabcm2dm.
The potential of this homoeoid at any point P is (by Art. 208)
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where the lower limit V is 0 when the point P is internal and is the greatest root of the cubic
?
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when P is external (Art. 204»). The potential of the heterogeneous shell may be obtained by integrating (2). To simplify the integration we put v — m~u, V = m*/j,. The potential V of the shell is then
given by
where Q2 = (a2 + u) (b* + u) (c2 -f u), and
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is zero, or the greatest
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according as P is internal or external.   The limits for m depend on the internal and external boundaries of the shell.
See a paper by Prof. Lamb in the Messenger of Mathematics, 1878.

